Blockchain PSIG

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – with MARS PTF
    • DLT Ecosystems interoperability – RFI review and status update
    • Tangle (IOTA node) RFC: updated draft Specification review / conformance
    • LETS RFP outline (IOTA MAM)
    • Review of IOTA EEE (pub/sub) and identified applicable OMG Specifications from CORBE, DDS and elsewhere; determined that a new, context-specific RFP may be applicable
    • DIDO Reference architecture updates
  – Main BC-PSIG session
    • IOTA explanation and updates (Coordicide etc.)
    • I3 Data Marketplace – IoT / Mobility using Tangle DLT
  – Demo Table
    • I3 Data Marketplace physical demonstrations
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  • No new formal deliverables

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  • Blockchain Ecosystem Interoperability – RFP(s) – Jun/Sept 2020
  • Tangle RFC (IOTA specific)
  • Linked Encrypted Transaction Streams (LETS) RFP (IOTA MAM potential response)
  • “Event Handler” (provisional title) (IOTA EEE potential response)

• **Liaisons**
  • MARS PTF and Finance DTF

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  • Tangle Specification RFC review (IOTA) (at MARS)
  • Linked Encrypted Transaction Streams (LETS) RFP review (at MARS)
  • “Event Handler” (provisional title) RFP review (at MARS)
  • DLT Interoperability RFI: review of responses
  • DLT Interoperability RFP(s) initial discussion and drafting
  • Potential new RFP: Assurance Model for Crypto Assets
  • DIDO RA v2
  • DIDO TE updates
  • Potential ‘big picture’ RFP on graph-based DIDOs